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Vaccination is considered one of the most effective ways to control pathogens and prevent

diseases in humans as well as in the veterinary field. Traditional vaccines against animal

viral  diseases are based on inactivated or attenuated viruses, but new subunit vaccines are

gaining attention from researchers in animal vaccinology. Among these, virus-like particles

(VLPs) represent one of the most appealing approaches opening up interesting frontiers in

animal vaccines. VLPs are robust protein scaffolds exhibiting well-defined geometry and

uniformity that mimic the overall structure of the native virions but lack the viral genome.

They are often antigenically indistinguishable from the virus from which they were derived

and  present important advantages in terms of safety. VLPs can stimulate strong humoral

and  cellular immune responses and have been shown to exhibit self-adjuvanting abilities.

In  addition to their suitability as a vaccine for the homologous virus from which they are

derived, VLPs can also be used as vectors for the multimeric presentation of foreign antigens.

VLPs have therefore shown dramatic effectiveness as candidate vaccines; nevertheless, only

one  veterinary VLP-base vaccine is licensed. Here, we review and examine in detail the

current status of VLPs as a vaccine strategy in the veterinary field, and discuss the potential

advantages and challenges of this technology.

© 2012 Sociedad Española de Inmunología. Published by Elsevier España, S.L. All rights

reserved.

Seudopartículas  virales  como  vacunas  víricas  en  veterinaria

Palabras clave:

Pseudoparticulas virales

Vacunas veterinarias

Vectores vacunales

r  e  s  u  m  e  n

La vacunación constituye uno de los procedimientos más eficaces para controlar los

patógenos y prevenir enfermedades tanto en seres humanos como en el campo veterinario.

Las vacunas tradicionales frente a enfermedades animales se basan por lo general en la

utilización de virus atenuados o inactivados. Sin embargo, las vacunas de subunidad están
ganando terreno progresivamente en el campo de la sanidad animal. Entre ellas, las vacunas

basadas en pseudopartículas virales o VLPs (por su nombre en inglés virus-like particles),

representan una de las estrategias más atractivas actualmente en el campo de las vacunas

para  animales. Las VLPs son estructuras proteicas con una geometría y uniformidad muy

definidas, que mimetizan la estructura de los virus nativos pero carecen de genoma viral.
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Por lo general son antigénicamente indistinguibles de los virus de los que proceden y su

empleo como inmunógenos presenta importantes ventajas en términos de seguridad. Las

VLPs pueden inducir una fuerte respuesta inmune, tanto humoral como celular, y se ha

demostrado que poseen capacidad de actuar como adyuvantes (self-adjuvanting). Además

de  su idoneidad como vacunas frente al virus homólogo del cual proceden, las VLPs también

se  pueden utilizar como vectores para la presentación multimérica de antígenos heterólo-

gos.  Las VLPs han mostrado una elevada eficacia como candidatos vacunales, sin embargo,

hasta el momento sólo una vacuna basada en VLPs ha sido autorizada y comercializada

en  el campo veterinario. En este trabajo se revisa el estado actual de las VLP empleadas

como nuevas estrategias vacunales en el campo de la veterinaria, analizando las potenciales

ventajas y desafíos que enfrenta esta tecnología.

©  2012 Sociedad Española de Inmunología. Publicado por Elsevier España, S.L. Todos los

derechos reservados.
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Fig. 1 – Immunogenic features of a VLP presenting foreign
antigens. VLPs incorporate key features that underlay their
immunogenicity, safety and vaccine potential:
(a) well-defined geometry and remarkable uniformity with
repetitive and ordered surface structures; multivalent
display and highly ordered structure of VLPs constitute
PAMP motifs common to many  pathogens but not to the
host that trigger innate immune sensing mechanism.
PAMP can be recognized by TLRs and other PRRs which are
present in the host cells; (b) preservation of native antigenic
conformation; (c) particulate and multivalent nature; this
feature means that VLPs are efficiently taken up by APCs.
Their tendency to be a suitable size for uptake by DCs for
processing and presentation by MHC-II and MHC-I
(cross-presentation) pathways led to describe VLPs as
“self-adjuvanting”; (d) safety for being non-infectious and
non replicating candidates; VLPs lack the DNA or RNA
genome of the virus altogether eliminate any of the risks
associated with virus replication, reversion, recombination
or re-assortment; (e) higher stability than soluble antigens
in extreme environmental conditions; (f) applicability as
ntroduction

accination is considered the most cost-effective way to con-
rol pathogens and prevent diseases both in human and
eterinary field. Currently, the majority of licensed vaccines
or animals are either live attenuated or killed, developed
sing conventional technologies. However, new subunit vac-
ines are getting a foothold in the veterinary vaccinology, and
mong these, virus-like particles (VLPs) represent one of the
ost appealing approaches,1 due to their intrinsic immuno-

enic properties as well as high safety profile, highlighted by
everal reviews appeared in the last ten years.1–13

irus-like  particle-based  vaccines

LP vaccines combine many  of the advantages of whole-
irus vaccines and recombinant subunit vaccines, integrating
ey features that underlay their immunogenicity, safety and
rotective potential (Fig. 1): (a) particulate and multivalent
ature, (b) well-defined geometry and remarkable uniformity
ith repetitive and ordered surface structures, (c) preser-

ation of native antigenic conformation, (d) safety, as they
re absolutely non-infectious and non replicating candidates,
e) higher stability than soluble antigens in extreme envi-
onmental conditions, (f) applicability as vectors for the
resentation of foreign antigens, ligands or drugs, (g)
menable to fulfill the Differentiating Infected from Vacci-
ated Animals (DIVA)-compliance concerns.

VLPs are supramolecular assemblages with well-defined
eometry, usually icosahedrons or rod-like structures, with
iameters in the range of 25–100 nm14 that mimic  the overall
tructure of the native virions. These protein cages are based
n the natural intrinsic ability of many  types of structural viral
ubunits, frequently major proteins in the capsid or envelop,
o spontaneously self assemble into VLPs when expressed
sing recombinant expression systems.13 They are composed
f multiple copies of one or more  viral proteins and are usu-
lly antigenically indistinguishable from infectious virus or
ubviral particles.1
The multivalent display and highly ordered structure
f VLPs constitute pathogen-associated molecular pattern
otifs (PAMPs). Since these motifs are, by and large, unique

o microbial antigens, the mammalian immune system has

carriers of foreign epitopes, drugs or for packaging PRR
ligands; (g) possibility to follow the Differentiating Infected
from Vaccinated Animals (DIVA)-compliance concerns.
Figure created by Carla Martínez Castro and Elisa Crisci.
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evolved to respond vigorously to this arrangement of anti-
gens. PAMPs trigger the innate immune sensing mechanisms3

and can be recognized by Toll-like receptors (TLRs) as well
as other pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs) which are
present in host cells. In addition, due to their highly repet-
itive surface, VLPs have been shown to induce strong B
cell responses by efficiently cross-linking the membrane-
associated immunoglobulin molecules that constitute the
B-cell receptor.15 The stimulation of B cells by VLPs is, in
some instances, strong enough to elicit T cell-independent
induction of IgM antibodies. Hence, there are examples of
VLPs acting as T-cell independent B cell antigens.16–19 Besides,
PAMPs can also stimulate antigen uptake by antigen pre-
senting cells (APCs) and the subsequent presentation of
antigens to cells of the adaptive immune response. Beyond
the PAMPs property, their particulate nature and dimensions
entail VLPs, but not their protein subunits, may be efficiently
uptaken by APCs, in particular by dendritic cells (DCs). Uptake
of antigens by APCs depends upon different properties, includ-
ing size, shape, surface charge, etc., being the antigen size a key
factor. APCs are able to uptake antigens with pathogen-like
dimensions (20 nm to 3 �m)5,20 and it has been demonstrated
that DCs optimally uptake antigens with diameters of approx-
imately 40 nm,21,22 just within the range of VLPs’ size. The
fact that VLPs present overall suitable characteristics for their
uptake by DCs and subsequent processing and presenta-
tion by MHC-II and MHC-I (cross-presentation) pathways, led
to describe VLPs as “self-adjuvanting” immunogen delivery
systems.9,10,23,24 However, this statement should be tempered
by the fact that some VLP-based candidate vaccines require
formulation with potent adjuvants in order to induce effi-
cient immune responses, indicating that the relative ability
of diverse VLP types to induce the different branches of the
immune response is influenced by a number of factors that
are VLP-specific.25,26

Overall, VLPs have been shown to stimulate strong
B-cell-mediated immune responses and can be highly effec-
tive at stimulating CD4+ T cell proliferative responses and
cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses,27–30 the fundamen-
tal goal for any vaccine. The immune system has multiple
mechanisms to robustly respond to virus particles,10,31 which
may be exploited by VLP-based vaccines. In practical terms,
this means that lower doses of antigen relative to monomeric
antigen vaccines are sufficient to elicit a similar protective
response. This consideration is particularly significant in the
case of veterinary vaccines, where the cost of a vaccine must
be weighed against the value of the vaccinated animal.

In terms of safety, the fact that VLPs lack any viral nucleic
acid, completely abolishes any of the risks associated with
virus replication, insertion, reversion, recombination or re-
assortment processes. VLP-based vaccines can be prepared
without the need of propagating pathogenic viruses using
different expression systems.32,33 Hence, the safety issues
associated with whole-virus vaccine production and admin-
istration, relating to virus escape from production facilities,
emergence of reversion mutants or effects in immunocom-

1
promised individuals, are obviated.
As has been previously reported,11 VLPs have been pro-

duced for a wide range of taxonomically and structurally
distinct viruses that infect humans and other animals,3,34–37
3;3  2(3):102–116

as well as plant viruses.38–40 These comprise viruses that have
a single capsid protein, multiple capsid proteins, and those
with and without lipid envelopes, indicating that the ability
to develop VLPs does not appear to be limited to any type of
virus family or by the complexity of the virus particle. The
VLPs derived from viruses with lipid envelopes, like influenza
virus, are sometimes referred to as virosomes and consist of
unilamelar like-liposomes carrying viral envelope proteins.41

In addition to their suitability as a vaccine for the homolo-
gous virus from which they are derived, VLPs can also be used
as platforms for inducing immune responses against antigens
of choice, further enhancing and broadening their potential
use both as prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines. The poor
immune response of many  soluble antigens can be overcome
by rendering them highly repetitive in a single particle. This
can be achieved by incorporating antigenic epitopes into VLPs
by genetic fusion (chimeric VLPs) or by conjugating antigens
to VLPs.

The development of recombinant DNA engineering tech-
niques, combined with a wealth of high resolution viral
structural information has facilitated the ability to mod-
ify VLPs deliberately, so that they can function essentially
as molecular scaffolds for the presentation of genetically
inserted foreign antigens. VLPs derived from both double-
and-single-stranded DNA and RNA viruses encompassing 14
different families of virus have been successfully used for the
production of chimeric VLPs.10,35,42

An alternative approach for displaying antigens on the sur-
face of VLPs is the use of modular systems, in which the native
VLP and the target antigen are synthesized separately and
then conjugated in vitro covalently or non-covalently, link-
ing the antigen to the surface of the preassembled VLPs.43

The conjugation techniques rely on the presence of address-
able moieties on the surface of VLPs. If needed, VLPs can be
engineered to contain useful attachment sites on the sur-
face of the particles.44,45 An advantage of this approach is
that the size and structure of the recombinant target antigens
are not constrained by the requirements for correct folding
of the VLP monomers and particle assembly. Chemical con-
jugation allows the attachment to VLPs of diverse kinds of
target antigens: short linear peptides, cyclic peptides, full-
length proteins, or nonprotein targets, such as glycans or small
haptens.46 Moreover, the ability of VLPs to spontaneously
assemble allows them to be disassembled and reassembled
in vitro, a process which enables the incorporation of a differ-
ent range of molecules within the VLP particles. For example,
stimulators of innate immunity, such as TLR ligands can be
packaged within VLPs. In this way the co-delivery of antigens
and activators of innate immunity to DCs enables the subse-
quent induction of efficient T-cell responses,47 thus directing
an adaptive immune response of appropriate magnitude,
quality and specificity.

Another study highlighted the recent interest in developing
VLPs from animal viruses as effective drug delivery system.48

Anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) was covalently conjugated
to rotavirus-based VLPs (DVLPs) produced in Escherichia coli
protein expression system. DVLPs were further linked with

lactobionic acid (LA), a cellular targeting ligand which contains
galactose (DVLPLA), and intracellular uptake by different cells
was examined. Zhao et al. demonstrated the release of DOX in
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he cells with different kinetics and the lower toxicity of this
ystem compared with free DOX.48

Not only can VLPs act as carriers of antigens derived from
icrobial pathogens (prophylactic vaccines) but they have also

een successfully used to present self-antigens to the immune
ystem, overcoming B-cell tolerance, thus opening the way
or the development of therapeutic vaccines against chronic
iseases, such as arthritis or Alzheimer’s disease, and cancer.1

Finally, the fact that VLPs do not contain non-structural
iral proteins renders them compatible with DIVA strategies,
s long as the structural proteins composing the VLPs are not
eing used as a marker. This represents an important potential
or the use of VLP-based vaccines against notifiable diseases
f livestock. The application of the DIVA technology allows
ompatibility between surveillance and vaccination programs,
llowing vaccination to play a significant role in the control of
hese diseases.

Currently, VLP-based vaccines against human diseases
re in various stages of development, spanning preclinical
valuation to market. Vaccines for hepatitis B (Recombivax®

nd Engerix®) and human papillomavirus (Gardasil® and
ervarix®) have been licensed commercially.35,49,50 Vaccines

n clinical development include those of the type in which the
LP itself represents the target antigen and those in which

he VLP is used to present foreign antigens to the immune
ystem.10,31,35,42,51 Progresses have been made in developing
LP-based vaccines against hepatitis C virus, Ebola, Lassa
irus, hantavius, Marburg, SARS coronavirus and Chikun-
unya virus.2,3,28,52–55

andidate  virus-like  particle-based  vaccines  for
nimal  diseases

nimal  virus-like  particles  as  vaccine  immunogens

wine  viruses  and  Parvoviridae
n the veterinary field, although several candidate vaccines
re in course of study (Table 1), only porcine circovirus
ype 2 (PCV2) VLP-based vaccine Porcilis PCV® (manufactured
y Intervet International, The Netherlands), is licensed and
ommercially available.56 PCV2, a member of the Circoviri-
ae family, is associated with post-weaning multisystemic
asting syndrome, a swine disease characterized by wast-

ng, weight loss, respiratory distress and diarrhea that has
 severe economic impact on production.57 The immuno-
en of Porcilis PCV® is the VLP formed by the ORF2 capsid
rotein of PCV2 produced using the baculovirus expres-
ion system. The vaccine is safe, highly immunogenic and
ffective against PCV2 infection. It has shown to induce
umoral, cell-mediated immunity and protection against
orcine circovirus-associated disease under field conditions
fter one intramuscular dose.58 Moreover, it induces broad
mmune protection against different genotypes (1 and 2) and
arious geographical isolates.59,60 For the same virus, another
imilar baculovirus expressed subunit vaccine, Ingelvac® Cir-

61
oFLEX (Boehringer Ingelheim, Germany), has been licensed.
t is also based on the expression of the ORF2 capsid protein
ut there is no information available whether the recombinant
rotein is assembled into VLPs.
 2(3):102–116 105

Other swine viruses have been investigated as candidates
for the development of VLP-based vaccines. One of the first
studied ones was porcine parvovirus (PPV), a highly infectious
virus causing reproductive failure in pigs. PPV-VLPs (VP2 pro-
tein) were tested in different animal models administrated
by a single intramuscular immunization coupled with differ-
ent adjuvants. A microgram dose was highly immunogenic,
very efficient in preventing transplacental virus transmission
and gilts were protected against PPV-induced reproductive
failure.62 Thus, Parvoriridae has been shown to be a suit-
able virus family for the generation of VLP-based vaccines.
Indeed, canine parvovirus (CPV) (VP2 protein), muscovy duck
parvovirus (DPV) (VPs proteins), goose parvovirus (GPV) (VPs
proteins) and mink enteritis virus (MEV) (VP2 protein) VLPs
were also studied as vaccine candidates. In a recent prelimi-
nary study in geese, GPV-VLPs injected once subcutaneously
have shown higher titers of neutralizing antibodies compared
with inactivated and attenuated virus in vivo.63 Likewise, a pre-
vious study in ducks has also shown the production of specific
DPV-antibodies after DPV-VLP immunization and the neutral-
izing antibody levels were consistent with those observed in
ducklings inoculated with a commercial inactivated vaccine.64

Also, MEV-VLPs have shown to elicit higher antibody response
after revaccination compared with a commercial conventional
vaccine; interestingly, minks were protected against viral chal-
lenge and did not excrete MEV in feces.65 In addition, two
studies used recombinant CPV-VLPs in a prime-boost strategy
with adjuvant. Both tested VLPs were able to elicit neutral-
izing antibodies, sufficient to render all the immunized dogs
protected against the viral challenge.66,67

Zoonotic  viruses
Influenza virus is a zoonosis that remains one of the major
threats to human health and involves a wide range of animal
species, mainly avian, pigs and horses. Influenza-VLPs (FLU-
VLPs) are assembled in producer cells infected by recombinant
baculovirus and released into the culture medium mimicking
the viral budding process. They are VLPs which incorporate
the viral glycoproteins (hemaglutinin and neuraminidase) on
the surface, and usually other viral structural proteins like the
matrix protein M1, and the M2 ion channel protein.68 These
FLU-VLPs demonstrated to provide protective immunity via
either the intranasal or intramuscular route in the absence
of adjuvants6 and have been exhaustively reviewed in.4,6,7,69

FLU-VLPs generated using the baculovirus expression sys-
tem are now in clinical trials in humans70 (NCT01072799,
NCT01014806, NCT00903552 and NCT00519389) [June 2012,
ClinicalTrials.gov, A service of the US NIH, http://clinicaltrials.
gov/] [June 2012, Novavax, Research and Development, Clinical
Trials, www.novavax.com/go.cfm?do=Page.View&pid=81].71

Additionally, a recent study has shown that pandemic
H1N1 (2009) VLPs are immunogenic and provide protective
immunity to pigs.72

Other VLP-based candidate vaccines produced against an
important zoonotic agent are those derived from Rift valley

fever virus (RVFV), a member of the Bunyaviridae family. RVFV
is transmitted by several mosquito species and has a broad
range of susceptible animal hosts.73 Interestingly, RVFV-VLPs
(N, GN, GC) produced in mammalian cells were able to elicit

http://clinicaltrials.gov/
http://clinicaltrials.gov/
http://www.novavax.com/go.cfm?do=Page.View&pid=81
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Table 1 – Virus-like particles as candidate vaccines in the veterinary field.

Family/virus Content Development phase Reference

Birnaviridae
IBDV VP2, VPX, PP + Animal 117

Bunyaviridae
RVFV N, GN, GC Animal 74

Caliciviridae
FCV VP1 Animal 105
RHDV VP60 + Animal 101

Circoviridae
CAV VP1,  VP2 +  Animal 115
PCV2 ORF2

protein
+  Licensed (Porcilis® PCV, Intervet) 58–60

Nodaviridae
NNV Coat protein + Animal 120,121

Orthomyxoviridae
FLU HÁ, NA, M1, M2 Clinical trials 70 and reviewed in 4,6,7,71

Papillomaviridae
Papillomavirus L1, L2 + Animal 87–90

Paramyxoviridae
NDV NP, M, F, HN Animal 71,118

Parvoviridae
CPV VP2 + Animal 66,67
MEV VP2 + Animal 65
DPV VPs + Animal 64
GPV VPs Animal 63
PPV VP2 + Animal 62

Picornaviridae
EMCV P1, 2A, 3C + Animal 113,157
ERAV P1, 2A, 3C Animal 107
FMDV P1, 2A, 3C Animal 108

Reoviridae
BTV VPs + Animal 83,84
Rotavirus VPs + Animal 77–80,158,159

+ indicate VLPs that protected the natural target host.
LCMV, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus; IBDV, infectious bursal disease virus; RVFV, Rift valley fever virus; FCV, feline calicivirus; RHDV,
rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus; CAV, chicken anemia virus; PCV2, porcine circovirus type 2; HBV, hepatitis B virus; NNV, nervous necrosis
virus; FLU, influenza virus; BPV, bovine papillomavirus; NDV, Newcastle disease virus; CPV, canine parvovirus; MEV, mink enteritis virus; DPV,
muscovy duck parvovirus; GPV, goose parvovirus; PPV, porcine parvovirus; EMCV, porcine encephalomyocarditis virus; ERAV, equine rhinitis A

yoma
virus; FMDV, foot and mouth disease virus; hamster PyV, hamster pol
RV, rotavirus.

high titers of neutralizing antibodies and protected mice from
a lethal challenge, abolishing virus replication.74

Reoviridae
Rotaviruses (RV) form part of the Reoviridae family. These
viruses are widespread among the newborn of many
mammalian species, causing severe dehydrating diarrhea.75

RV-VLPs expressing the main structural viral proteins (VPs: 2,
4, 6, 7) have been assessed for their efficacy using different
animal models such as mice,76 rabbits,77 gnotobiotic piglets78

and cows.79 Using the parenteral route, RV-VLPs were proven
to confer homologous protection in rabbits77 and heterologous

76
protection in mice. Moreover, homologous and heterolo-
gous VLPs were shown to be immunogenic in mice, where
different levels of protection were reported depending on the
dose, route or co-administration with adjuvants.80
viruses; murine PyV, murine polyomaviruses; BTV, bluetongue virus;

Other VLP-based candidate vaccines from this family are
those generated from bluetongue virus (BTV). BT is a vector-
borne disease of ruminants that causes hemorrhages and
ulcers in the oral cavity and upper gastrointestinal tract.81

The immunogenicity of BTV-VLPs obtained from a baculovirus
expression system developed for the simultaneous expres-
sion of all four major structural proteins (VP2, VP3, VP5, and
VP7), has been reviewed recently in comparison with other
BTV candidate vaccines.82 BTV-VLPs have been administered
in the presence of various adjuvants to sheep, a vertebrate
host susceptible to the virus. The results indicated that these
multiprotein VLPs in conjunction with appropriate adjuvant

elicited an immune response which protected against an
infectious virus challenge.83 The combinations of different
outer capsid proteins elicited higher neutralizing-antibody
titers as compared to VP2 protein alone.84 Additionally, a
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ecent study has shown that the outer capsid is essential for
omplete protection, while the geographical origin of the BTV
as not critical for the development of a serotype specific

accine.85

apillomaviruses
apillomaviruses are important not only in human health, but
lso in the veterinary field. Indeed, horses, donkeys and cattle
an develop local skin tumors termed sarcoids86 and dogs can
resent oral papillomas. A recent study has shown that intra-
uscular vaccination of horses with bovine papillomavirus

BPV-1) L1-VLPs results in a long-lasting antibody response
gainst the virus. Neutralization titers were induced at levels
hat correlate with protection in both, experimental ani-

als and man.87 Induction of a protective immune response
as also previously reported in cattle (reviewed in Ref. 88),

abbits (cottontail rabbit papillomavirus, CRPV)89 and dogs
canine oral papillomavirus).90

aliciviridae
inally, another important virus family from which VLPs have
een generated is Caliciviridae. Caliciviruses include important
uman and animal pathogens, classified into different genera.
oroviruses are the main cause of gastroenteritis in humans
orldwide, and have also been described in livestock species,

aising concerns regarding their zoonotic potential.91–93 Rabbit
emorrhagic disease virus (RHDV), the prototype strain of the
enus Lagovirus, is the causative agent of an acute and highly
ontagious disease of rabbits which has decimated wild and
omestic rabbit populations all over the world.94–96 Within the
enus Vesivirus, feline calicivirus (FCV) causes respiratory ill-
ess in cats. In the last 10 years, there have been sporadic
eports of highly virulent outbreaks of FCV disease in cats.97

ecombinant VLPs derived from the single capsid protein (VP1)
f caliciviruses belonging to different genera, developed as
andidate vaccines, have been reported. VLPs derived from
uman noroviruses have been used to induce systemic and
ucosal immune responses in mice and are being evaluated in

uman clinical trials.98 Norovirus-derived VLPs have also been
sed to immunize calves and pigs, both inducing partial pro-
ection against a virus challenge.99,100 Better results have been
btained with VLP-based vaccine candidates for RHDV. RHDV-
LPs with adjuvant were injected once to rabbits at different
ays before lethal challenge. Such immunization was able to
rotect rabbits against a virulent challenge under the con-
itions used for commercial vaccine testing in France. Anti-
odies specific for the RHDV capsid protein could be detected
s early as 5 days after vaccination, and the titers progres-
ively increased over a 15-day period.101 Other authors have
lso reported complete protection of rabbits against a RHDV
ethal challenge, induced by RHDV-VLPs.102–104 Similarly, FCV-
LPs have been tested in rabbits, which were immunized

wice with VLPs and adjuvant. A measurable neutralizing anti-

ody response was detected following the first immunization,
hich increased after boosting. Neutralizing antibody titers

emained high throughout 3 months, and sera exhibited neu-
ralizing activity against all the FCV strains analyzed.105
 2(3):102–116 107

Picornaviridae
Viruses from the Picornaviridae family share a common replica-
tion strategy and the self-assembly of mature capsid proteins
into VLPs. These properties have been shown for several picor-
naviruses, including equine rhinitis A virus (ERAV), foot and
mouth disease virus (FMDV) and porcine encephalomyocardi-
tis virus (EMCV). These VLPs were generated by co-expression
of viral proteins (P1 polyprotein, the nonstructural protein 2A
and protease 3C) using different expression systems: ERAV-
VLPs were generated using a mammalian expression vector
whereas the other VLPs were generated using the baculovirus
expression system. ERAV is a respiratory pathogen of horses
that may cause an acute febrile respiratory disease or subcli-
nical infection.106 ERAV-VLPs were tested intramuscularly in
mice with three doses followed by boost with UV-inactivated
ERAV. The VLP-immunized animals showed significant titers
of virus-neutralizing antibodies as well as the induction of a
memory  response to a neutralizing epitope.107 FMDV  causes
an economically important disease affecting pigs, cattle and
other cloven-hoofed livestock. FMDV-VLPs were tested in
guinea pigs. The animals were immunized twice with the VLPs
and adjuvant. Both, FMDV-specific antibodies and neutraliz-
ing antibodies were generated in VLP-immunized animals,
but their levels were lower than those induced by the con-
ventional commercial vaccine.108 Probably, the poor results
obtained with these and other FMDV-VLPs were due to their
known low stability, which renders them notoriously diffi-
cult to obtain, usually with limited yields.109,110 EMCV causes
myocarditis in preweaned pigs and severe reproductive fail-
ure in sows111,112; EMCV-VLPs were tested in the natural
host, inoculated once or twice using an adjuvant. The immu-
nization elicited neutralizing antibody levels similar to those
obtained after administration of the commercial vaccine. In
this study, a prime-boost strategy was more  effective than
a single-dose immunization, in inducing the production and
maintenance of neutralizing antibodies.113

Poultry  viruses
Poultry industry is also another veterinary field searching for
safe, immunogenic, protective and less expensive vaccines;
hence, economically important avian viruses have been con-
sidered as potential targets for the development of subunit
vaccines. Chicken anemia virus (CAV) belongs to the Circoviri-
dae family and causes anemia and immunodeficiency in newly
hatched chickens, with important economic losses.114 CAV
VP1 and VP2 proteins expressed in insect cells were used
to immunize chickens.115 Immunization with these proteins
was able to elicit neutralizing antibodies and the progeny
from immunized chicken was shown to be protected against
challenge by CAV, directly after hatching.115 In this case the
formation of CAV-VLPs was presumed but not confirmed.

Another important disease affecting chickens is caused
by infectious bursal disease virus (IBDV), a Birnaviridae virus
that induces immunosuppression by the destruction of imma-
ture B-lymphocytes within the bursa of Fabricius.116 Various
IBDV-particles (VP2, VPX and PP), derived from a polypro-

tein differentially processed, were tested in chicken using one
dose. The results established that all the IBDV-VLPs were effec-
tive at inducing humoral responses, but not all elicited the
same virus-neutralizing capacity. They conferred protection
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Table 2 – Virus-like particles as vaccine vectors in the veterinary field.

Family/virus Content Target Development phase Reference

Caliciviridae
RHDV OVA Virus and tumor + Animal 136,137,160
RHDV 3A FMDV Animal 138
RHDV HPV L1 Gene transfer In vitro 139

Hepadnaviridae
HBV VP1 on HBcAg FMDV Animal 122–124
HBV LCMV on HBcAg LCMV + Animal 125,128
HBV 5 mimotopes of VP2 IBDV + Animal 129

Paramyxoviridae
NDV NP, M, F, HN Nipah virus G, FLU, respiratory syncytial virus Animal 71,118

Parvoviridae
PPV NP LCMV + Animal 133
PPV ORF2 PCV2 Animal 134

Polyomaviridae
Hamster PyV LCMV Virus and tumor + Animal 131
Murine PyV PSA Tumor + Animal 132

Reoviridae
Rotavirus DOX Anticancer drug � In vitro 48

+ indicate VLPs that protected the natural target host.
� indicate VLPs used for drug delivery.
LCMV, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus; IBDV: infectious bursal disease virus; RVFV, Rift valley fever virus; FCV, feline calicivirus;
RHDV, rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus; CAV, chicken anemia virus; PCV2, porcine circovirus type 2; HBV, hepatitis B virus; NNV, nervous necro-
sis virus; FLU, influenza virus; BPV, bovine papillomavirus; NDV, Newcastle disease virus; CPV, canine parvovirus; MEV, mink enteritis virus;
DPV, muscovy duck parvovirus; GPV, goose parvovirus; PPV, porcine parvovirus; EMCV, porcine encephalomyocarditis virus; ERAV, equine rhini-
tis A virus; FMDV, foot and mouth disease virus; hamster PyV, hamster polyomaviruses; murine PyV, murine polyomaviruses; BTV, bluetongue

virus; RV, rotavirus.

to all the vaccinated chickens, as did the commercial vaccine.
No clear vaccine antigen dose-effect was observed.117

An interesting VLP-based vaccine candidate for poultry
was reported recently.71 VLPs formed with structural proteins
(NP, M,  F, HN) of Newcastle disease virus (NDV), an avian
enveloped paramyxovirus causing respiratory and/or nervous
disease, were tested in a murine model in comparison with an
UV-inactivated whole-virus vaccine. The VLPs demonstrated
their effectiveness as immunogens. Levels of specific antibod-
ies, characterized by ELISA, as well as neutralizing antibody
titers resulting from NDV-VLP immunization were as high
as or even higher than those resulting from immunization
with the inactivated whole-virus vaccine, using comparable
amounts of antigen. Furthermore, NDV-VLPs stimulated T-cell
responses at levels slightly higher than those stimulated by
the conventional vaccine.118 Another important finding was
that NDV-VLPs can also be used as platforms to present pep-
tide sequences from other target pathogens, but this topic will
be commented in the next section.

Fish  viruses
Viral fish diseases are also important in the veterinary field,
since they create serious problems in pisciculture and seafood
market, having a great economic impact. Nervous necrosis
virus (NNV), from Nodaviridae family, causes encephalopathy

119
and retinopathy in many  species of fishes. VLPs derived
from the single capsid protein of viruses belonging to the
genus Betanodavirus,  have been generated as vaccine can-
didates for different fish species. Two studies have shown
that these VLPs were able to elicit neutralizing antibodies
against NNV, and the responses were shown to be dose
dependent.120,121 Additionally, Thiery et al. could demonstrate
that vaccination with NNV-VLP was able to protect fish from
a lethal challenge and to reduce virus spreading.120

Virus-like  particles  as  platforms  for  foreign  antigen
delivery

As previously indicated, VLPs can also be used as platforms
for the multimeric display of foreign antigens, that can be
incorporated into VLPs either by genetic fusion or by chemical
conjugation. In such cases VLPs serve both, as scaffolds for
presenting antigens derived from other pathogens in a suit-
able repetitive configuration, and as adjuvants to boost the
immune response. Ideally, the underlying immunogenic ‘viral
fingerprints’ of VLPs are imparted to the attached antigens,
making them as potent immunogens as VLPs themselves. In
this section we will review VLPs derived from human or animal
viruses used as vaccine vectors for presentation of antigens
from viruses causing animal diseases (summarized in Table 2).

Hepadnaviridae
One of the first VLPs used as a vector to display foreign
viral antigens was the one deriving from hepatitis B virus

(HBV), which belongs to Hepadnaviridae family and is the
causative agent of an important disease (cirrhosis and/or liver
cancer) in humans. A neutralizing epitope derived from the
VP1 protein of FMDV was fused to the HBV core antigen
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rotein (HBcAg). The resulting chimeric VLPs elicited virus-
eutralizing antibodies against FMDV,  and induced a stronger

mmune response than the corresponding FMDV-peptide,
n immunized guinea pigs. Furthermore, the chimeric VLPs
ere almost as immunogenic as inactivated FMDV particles,
nd VLP-immunized guinea pigs were completely protected
gainst a challenge with FMDV.122 Several other studies have
eported the generation of chimeric HBcAg-derived VLPs
ncorporating FMDV  antigenic epitopes as vaccine candi-
ates, using different approaches. Beesley et al. produced the
himeric VLPs using a yeast expression system,123 while Jin
t al. used a system based on the transient expression of
NA plasmids in HeLa cell-cultures.124 The results obtained

n these studies illustrate the potential utility of this vac-
ine strategy against FMDV.  HBcAg-based VLPs were also
sed to express different epitopes (MHC-I or MHC-II restricted
eptides) of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), a
odent-borne virus. This study was performed in order to
nvestigate if preexisting VLP-specific antibodies could inter-
ere with specific cytotoxic T-cell and Th-cell responses, or
ith the induction of a protective response in mice.125 In

his model, antigen presentation was not significantly affected
ither in vitro or in vivo by the presence of antibodies against
he VLP scaffold, and protective immunity could be estab-
ished in carrier-vaccinated animals. Thus, Ruedl et al.125

pened a new perspective around VLP vectors and the classical
oncept that previous immunization or maternal antibodies
mpair the induction of protective immune responses upon
accination.126 Indeed, also in the veterinary field, the interfer-
nce of colostral antibodies has been described in vaccinated
nimals.127 However, the results reported by Ruedl et al. sug-
est that preexisting VLP-specific antibodies are unlikely to be

 limiting factor for VLP-based T-cell vaccines, although, fur-
her studies need to be performed in veterinary species to fully
larify this aspect. Also, Storni et al. used HBcAg expressing a
CMV epitope to investigate the activation of APC for prim-
ng CTL responses after VLP vaccination.128 In this model they
emonstrated that VLPs alone were inefficient at inducing CTL
esponses and failed to mediate effective protection form viral
hallenge, but they became very powerful if applied together
ith other substance that activated APCs (e.g., anti-CD40 anti-
odies or CpG).

A recent further confirmation of HBV as promising deliv-
ry vehicle has been published by Wang et al.,129 using VLPs of
Bc containing five mimotopes of IBDV. In this study chickens
ere immunized intramuscularly with four doses of HBc-

EPIS VLPs and the immunization with no adjuvant conferred
rotection against challenge by a virulent strain of IBDV.

olyomaviridae
LPs derived from members of the Polyomaviridae family are
lso amenable to be developed as vaccine vectors. Poly-
maviruses (PyV) from different species have been used to
isplay viral epitopes or tumor antigens. Hamster PyV-VLPs

ncorporating the GP33 CTL epitope derived from LCMV130

ave shown to elicit specific protective memory  CTL responses
131
n vivo without adjuvant. Moreover, aggressive growth of

umors expressing GP33 was significantly delayed in these
ice in vivo. Likewise, murine PyV-VLPs displaying the entire

uman prostate specific antigen (PSA) were used for immune
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therapy in a mouse model system. Eriksson et al. demon-
strated that PSA-MPy-VLPs loaded onto DCs in the presence
of CpG protected mice from tumor outgrowth, whereas the
chimeric VLPs alone or without adjuvant only marginally
protected the mice.132 Loading VLPs onto DCs  opens a new
perspective in the VLP-based vaccination. It reduces the anti-
VLP antibody response, which is favorable for prime-boost
therapies.132

Parvoviridae
Parvovirus derived VLPs have also been used as scaffolds for
foreign antigen presentation. Sedlik et al. generated recombi-
nant PPV-VLPs incorporating a CD8+ CTL epitope from LCMV
nucleoprotein. This epitope was fused to the N-terminus of
VP2 capsid protein of PPV and the resulting chimeric VLPs were
analyzed for their immunogenicity in mice. One intraperi-
toneal immunization with only 10 �g of PPV-LCMV-VLPs was
able to induce complete protection of mice against a lethal
LCMV challenge through the induction of virus-specific MHC-
I-restricted CD8+ CTLs. The protection did not require CD4+

T helper function, neither adjuvant, and the strong in vivo
CTL response induced by the chimeric VLPs persisted during
months after immunization.133 PPV-VLPs have also been used
to display immunoreactive epitopes derived from the PCV2
nucleoprotein, eliciting strong antibody responses in mice in
absence of any adjuvant.134

Caliciviridae
Another promising VLP system convenient for foreign antigen
display is that based on RHDV-VLPs. Our group has identi-
fied three sites suitable for the insertion of heterologous
immunogenic epitopes within the RHDV capsid
protein.96,135,136 We  generated recombinant chimeric RHDV-
VLPs incorporating the MHC-I-restricted CD8+ T-cell epitope
SIINFEKL, derived from chicken ovalbumin (OVA). The for-
eign epitope was inserted at two different locations (at the
N-terminus and in a predicted exposed loop of the viral
capsid protein) and the corresponding chimeric VLPs were
tested for their immunogenicity in the mouse model. In vitro
results showed that RHDV-VLPs activated DCs and these were
able to process and present the foreign epitope for CD8+

specific recognition in a dose-dependent manner. In vivo, in
the absence of adjuvant, those chimeric RHDV-VLPs were
able to stimulate specific IFN-�-producing cell priming and
a powerful CTL response, mainly when the foreign epitope
was inserted at N-terminus of the RHDV capsid protein.
Mice immunized twice with the chimeric RHDV-VLPs were
able to control an infection by a recombinant vaccinia
virus expressing OVA in target organs.136 Similar results
were reported by other group using RHDV-VLPs displaying
the same OVA-derived epitope incorporated by chemical
conjugation.137 In this study the conjugated RHDV-VLPs were
administered with adjuvant (CpG) and tested for anti-tumor
response in the mouse model. The results obtained indicated
that the vaccination with the conjugated VLPs resulted in
a significant reduction in tumor growth.137 Chimeric RHDV-

VLPs have also been shown to be efficient vaccine vectors to
immunize pigs, eliciting both, strong humoral and cellular
responses against an inserted foreign epitope derived from
FMDV.138 Another reported use of chimeric RHDV-VLPs was
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as gene transfer vector. Chimeric RHDV-VLPs harboring
DNA-binding sequences derived from human papillomavirus
were able to package plasmid DNA and thus transfer genes
into animal cells (Cos-7), opening the way for an alternative
method for gene transfer.139

Paramyxoviridae
As mentioned in the previous section, NDV-VLPs (VLPs which
contain M,  NP, F and HN viral proteins) can also be used
to display peptide sequences derived from target pathogens
which are incorporated by genetic fusion either to termi-
nal ends of the NP protein or to the C-terminus of the
HN glycoprotein.71 More  importantly, NDV-VLPs can be used
to present entire ectodomains of glycoproteins from other
viruses. NDV glycoproteins are assembled into VLPs owing
to specific interactions of the glycoprotein cytoplasmic (CT)
and transmembrane (TM) domains with the virus core pro-
teins. The incorporation of a foreign glycoprotein ectodomain
into NDV-VLPs can be achieved by generating a chimeric pro-
tein gene composed of sequences encoding the foreign protein
ectodomain fused to those encoding the TM and CT domains
of the appropriate NDV glycoprotein. Using this approach, the
entire ectodomains of Nipah virus G, influenza virus and respi-
ratory syncytial virus (RSV) were successfully inserted into
NDV-VLPs.71 An interesting result was that immunization with
NDV-VLPs containing the ectodomain of the RSV G protein pro-
vided complete protection from RSV replication in lungs, after
intranasal challenge with live virus in the murine system.140

Furthermore, this approach enables the incorporation into a
single particle preparation of ectodomains derived from two
different viruses,71 raising the possibility of using NDV-VLPs as
a single vaccine against two different pathogens. For example,
assembly of the NDV HN protein and the influenza HA protein
into a single VLP could be used to protect chickens from both
avian influenza and NDV, although such a divalent vaccine has
not been reported yet.

Challenges  for  virus-like  particle-based  vaccine
development

VLPs have been used as vaccines since the late 1980s.141

Despite this long history, to date only a handful of VLP-based
vaccines is currently commercialized worldwide. Several other
VLP-based vaccine candidates are undergoing clinical trials,
but many  others are still restricted to small-scale fundamen-
tal research, despite the accumulated evidence of the potential
of VLPs as potent immunogens for many  viral diseases of
humans and animals. This current limited applicability is in
part due to some technical and practical challenges associated
to the large-scale VLP production process.

Although VLPs have been produced for a wide range of
viruses, clearly not all are equally suitable for the development
of vaccines. Even if proof-of-concept has been demonstrated
with support from strong pre-clinical data, a VLP-based
product candidate could not be developed as a vaccine for

widespread use, if its manufacturing process is not scalable
or cost-effective.142 VLPs made by the assembly of a single
protein are usually able to be produced in large amounts
and high quality, while structurally complex VLPs in some
3;3  2(3):102–116

instances raise difficulties for large scale production.51,56,143 In
addition, due to the inherent properties of the lipid envelope,
production of enveloped VLPs is technically more  complex.51

However, progresses are being made, and it is expected that in
the near future the integration of process optimization tools
(i.e., molecular biology, genetic engineering and systems biol-
ogy), will overcome some of the current limitations affecting
the large scale production of several types of VLPs.144

VLPs can be produced in different expression systems,
including bacterial, yeast, mammalian or plant cells.51,145–147

However, the most popular choice is expression in insect
cells using the recombinant baculovirus technology.32,34 This
expression system has many  advantages for VLP production
(for recent reviews see 33, 51, 56, 143, 148). Large amounts of
correctly folded recombinant proteins can be produced with
eukaryotic-like post-translational modifications. Although
yeast and bacteria cells can achieve similar yields, the com-
plexity of the VLPs produced with the baculovirus expression
system is remarkably higher (VLPs formed from up to five
proteins). An additional advantage is that baculoviruses have
a limited host range (namely for insects) and are hence safe
for vertebrates. Insect cells to be used in the baculovirus
expression system are derived from lepidopteran insects
and are relatively easy to grow. They can grow in serum-free
media and the cultures can easily be scaled up. The design
of recombinant baculoviruses is simple and fast, providing a
high versatility to this expression system. This is very impor-
tant when producing vaccines for viruses whose surface
proteins rapidly mutate (e.g., influenza A virus), a funda-
mental requirement to contend with potential pandemics
in a timely manner. Nevertheless, this expression system
presents important drawbacks. One of the main limitations is
the significant coproduction of infective baculovirus particles,
which are difficult to separate from VLPs. The baculovirus
particles can interfere with the immunogenicity of the VLP-
based vaccines.149 Furthermore, the potential contamination
of VLP preparations with infective recombinant baculoviruses
raises environmental concerns. For this reason, VLP-based
immunogens produced in the baculovirus expression system
must undergo either chemical inactivation treatments to
eliminate baculovirus infectivity, that may impair the quality
of the produced VLPs,150 or several downstream bioseparation
processing steps that may increase final production costs.56

At this respect, a promising novel approach has been recently
reported that might greatly simplify the downstream process-
ing of biopharmaceuticals produced in insect cells.151 The
new strategy is based on the use of recombinant baculoviruses
lacking vp80 gene which is essential for virus formation, but
does not affect foreign gene expression. The deletion is
trans-complemented in a transgenic insect cell line used to
generate the baculovirus seed stock, and the resulting defec-
tive baculoviruses can then be used to produce large amounts
of recombinant proteins without contaminating virions.

The above mentioned problems have hampered for some
time the development of vaccines produced in the insect cell
manufacturing platform. However, the market authorization
of two vaccines for veterinary applications (Porcilis® Pesti

and Bayonac® CSF, against classic swine fever virus) in the
year 2000,152 and afterwards the commercial licensing of the
VLP-based vaccine Cervarix® for human use in 2007, were
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ritical milestones for the regulatory acceptance of insect
ell technology in manufacturing of vaccines. Nowadays,
his technology has been shown to meet the economical
equirements for manufacturing modern vaccines for large
opulations, and is currently a dominant platform for the pro-
uction of veterinary vaccines,56 thus, paving the way to the

icensing of many  other VLP-based vaccines for animal use.
Regarding the use of VLPs as foreign epitope display plat-

orms, both strategies, the generation of chimeric VLPs by
enetic fusion and the chemical conjugation of antigens to
LPs pose some limitations. In order to induce high-titer anti-
ody responses effectively, target antigens must be displayed
n the surface of VLPs, in immunodominant regions, at a
igh density. Consequently, one of the key points for gen-
rating chimeric VLPs is the selection of suitable insertion
ites, which must be present on the surface of the VLP and
hould not interfere with protein folding and assembly. How-
ver, generating chimeric VLPs is largely empirical; it is almost
mpossible to predict whether individual peptides will be com-
atible with VLP assembly or whether the insertions will be

mmunogenic. Another important limitation of the chimeric
pproach is that the size and nature of epitopes that can be
nserted into VLPs, in particular into their immunodominant
egions, is restricted. VLPs containing peptides longer than
0 amino acids often fail to assemble. Relatively large inser-
ions have been successfully incorporated into VLPs,153–155 but
hese tend to be the exception more  than the rule. These
ize limitations restrict the number of epitopes that can be
argeted with an individual chimeric VLP. By contrast, the
exibility of the alternative approach based on the chemical
onjugation of target antigens to previously assembled native
LPs offers substantial advantages, although it is dependent
n the accessibility of addressable residues on both the VLP
nd the target antigen. On the other hand, from a manu-
acturing standpoint, the genetic fusion approach may have
dvantages over chemical conjugation, since chimeric VLPs
an be produced and purified using the same well-established
ethods used to purify unmodified parental VLPs, whereas

he production process of conjugated VLPs entails extra chal-
enges and the quality control methods are inevitably more
omplex.

VLP foreign epitope display strategies typically only permit
pitopes of a limited size to be targeted. Since pathogens usu-
lly undergo antigenic variation in response to host immune
ressures, vaccines based on VLPs displaying foreign epitopes
ill only be effective against highly conserved B- or T-cell epi-

opes. Consequently, VLPs appear best suited to target highly
onserved antigens. An example of such an appropriate tar-
et is the 23-amino acid extracellular domain of M2 protein
rom influenza A virus, which is highly conserved among viral
trains, and has been shown to induce protection in mice
gainst a lethal challenge, upon administration as a peptide
ncorporated on HBV-derived VLPs.43,156

As indicated in previous sections, the relative ability of
iverse VLP types to induce the different branches of the

mmune response is influenced by a number of factors that

re VLP-specific. Therefore, it appears unlikely that a single
LP platform will meet all the desired requirements. How-
ver, the continued parallel development of multiple VLP
latforms will ensure that individual vaccines can be tailored
 2(3):102–116 111

appropriately to the type of immune response required in each
case.

Conclusions

VLPs are appealing as vaccine candidates because their inher-
ent properties (i.e., multimeric antigens, particulate structure,
not infectious) are suitable for the induction of safe and effi-
cient humoral and cellular immune responses. The fact the
VLP-based vaccines may comply with the DIVA requirements,
make them even more  attractive for vaccine development in
the veterinary field. Currently, there is a clear trend toward
the establishment of VLPs as a powerful tool for vaccine
development. In the human vaccines market, five are already
VLP-based: three for HBV and two for HPV, while in the veteri-
nary field, a VLP-based vaccine against PCV2 has recently been
licensed. Several VLP vaccine candidates targeting human and
animal diseases are currently in late stages of evaluation.
Moreover, the development of VLPs as platforms for foreign
antigen display has further broadened their potential applica-
bility both as prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines.

As with all new approaches, there are still challenges to
overcome related with manufacturing processes, or with the
generation of chimeric VLPs. Recent results in these areas are,
however, very encouraging and underscore the versatility of
the VLP-based technology and its applicability for the devel-
opment of new generation vaccines.
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